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Support from London Community Foundation’s
Vitality Grant will be a game-changer for community

safety in London and Middlesex Region.

it will allow us to rasponsibly grow Neighbourhood Watch
London into a new kind of agency dedicated to responding
to community safety Issues dynamically across all sectors

of the community. From government to organization to
resident, we will connect and help keep London and

Middlesex Region neighbourhoods safe.

Community Safety -

Transforming neighbourhoods one resident at a time!
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Why ahan8e”?
We have a duty to respond to our

communitys needs, and by
adopting the Community Safety

Network model, we will be able to
better serve London and

Middlesex Region as we create
dynamic partnerships and work
with residents to develop and

implement evidence-based ctime
preventIon and resident safety

programs.



Neighbourhood Watch London
Safe, secure and vibrant neighbourhoods are essential

And we need your help to make that a reality1
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Connect with
your Watch

Members
monthly

Did you know that if each Watch donated $100, we could
collectively raise 546.000 to support NWL programs?!
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Rally your watch
members to donate

Looking for other ways to contribute?

Host a Neighbourhood Event!

Cather your
neighbours and
have a garage

sale

Neighbourhood Watch London
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